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Abstract

Despite the improved propulsive performance induced by short-inlet and Boundary-Layer-Ingestion (BLI) aircraft
architectures, the engine is forced to operate with non-homogeneous inlet flows. The low-pressure compressor
is therefore subjected to the effects of the incoming distorted inlet flow at the outlet of the fan that can signifi-
cantly affect its performance and stability. Before any characterization and description of the flow topology and
performance is carried out under the effect of the distortion, clean conditions need to be analysed to allow a proper
comparison with the distorted case and the available experimental results. On this purpose, steady and unsteady
Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations of the VKI DREAM low-pressure compressor stage are
performed.
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1. Introduction

Advanced aircraft technologies are currently in the
focus of research to address the environmental goal
of reducing aircraft emissions within the next decade
and beyond [1]. Short-nacelle geared high bypass tur-
bofans and BLI engines are among the most promis-
ing technologies to improve fuel and propulsive effi-
ciency in the short and long term respectively, forc-
ing nevertheless the engine to operate with a highly
distorted inlet flow [2][3]. Although operability and
performance deterioration of fans under distorted con-
ditions has been the primary focus of research in last
decades [4][5][6], given its strong impact in the def-
inition of the overall propulsive efficiency, almost no
information is currently available on the low pressure
compressor (booster), despite its crucial role in the
forthcoming generation of engines. The complex flow
distortion pattern observed behind the fan will indeed
influence the underlying physical mechanisms taking
place within the compressor stage, possibly jeopar-

dizing performance and stability of the whole engine.
Due to the impossibility of extending the results ob-
tained for fans to the low-pressure compressor as a
consequence of the marked aerodynamic and struc-
tural design differences, this research project aims at
providing a complete characterization of the physi-
cal phenomena driving loss generation and stability
deterioration in modern Low-Pressure Compressors
(LPC) when distorted flow conditions set up.

However, before any investigation is carried out to
understand the effects of inlet non-uniformities on the
LPC, its characterization in clean conditions is needed
in order to highlight the differences between the base-
line and distorted configuration, and to add meaning-
ful information to the available experimental results.
To reach this goal, steady and unsteady RANS simu-
lations are run on the highly-loaded low-pressure VKI
DREAM compressor stage, which is representative of
the first stage of a modern geared turbofan booster.
The aim is to provide an overall assessment of the
global performance of the machine, highlighting flow



mechanisms driving the loss generation.
In the first part of the paper the final configura-

tion of the numerical domain and mesh are described,
along with the numerical setup employed. In the sec-
ond part, the results of the steady and unsteady simu-
lations at design conditions are provided.

2. Test section and instrumentation

The test section considered in this work as refer-
ence to run the numerical simulations is the DREAM
compressor stage. It is installed in the VKI R4 closed-
loop high-speed test-rig, composed by a tank used as
settling chamber (1), the test section (2), a discharging
collector at the compressor outlet (3), a return channel
to guide the air back to the reservoir (4), and a throt-
tling valve to run the compressor at different operating
conditions (5) (Figure 1). The tank is equipped with
air/water heat exchanger to allow a temperature con-
trol at the test section inlet with an accuracy of +/-
1K. The temperature control and the closed-loop ar-
chitecture allow an independent variation of Reynolds
and Mach numbers, giving the chance to test in repre-
sentative cruise and take-off aircraft conditions. The
rotor is driven by a 450 kW DC motor with a contin-
uous control of the rotational speed, and it is coupled
to a 12:1 gearbox that increases the rotor speed up to
9000 RPM.

Figure 1: VKI-R4 closed-loop high-speed compressor rig.

The test section is a 1.5 stage characterized by 100
inlet guide vanes, to simulate the radial distribution
of flow angle behind the fan, followed by 76 rotor
blades and 100 stator blades. A smooth convergent
bell-mouth guides the flow from the reservoir to the
test section. Figure 2 shows a sectional view of the
presented test section.

Total pressure, temperature, Mach number and flow
angles are measured at four axial locations corre-

Figure 2: DREAM test section.

sponding to the stage inlet (plane 1), IGV outlet (plane
2), rotor outlet (plane 3) and stage outlet (plane 4).
Each axial locations allows four circumferential posi-
tions of the instrumentation at 0, 90, 180 and 270 de-
grees, and a span-wise variation of the probe location.
Moreover, to avoid leaks for the presence of grooves,
a circumferential traverse mechanisms has been real-
ized by rotating the stators instead of the probes. In
plane 0, located upstream of plane 1, and in plane 4,
4 rakes are distributed circumferentially to compute
the global performance. Every rake is composed by
6 Kiel heads, equipped with a pressure tap and a T-
type thermocouple junction, to provide a proper area-
averaging of total quantities. The performance map
for the compressor is obtained by sistematically clos-
ing the throttling valve while keeping constant the cor-
rected rotational speed of the compressor. A good-
approximation of the mass-flow is possible by the only
6 inlet rakes. Moreover, at every measurement loca-
tion, static pressure is acquired trough 5 static pres-
sure holes at casing and other 5 in the hub walls dis-
tributed along the circumference . The static pressure
along the span is retrieved by linear interpolation of
the mean static pressure at hub and shroud. A pitot
tube is traversed in plane 0 to assess the linearity of
the radial distribution of the static pressure. To com-
pute the efficiency and performance maps of the com-
pressor, data have been acquired with a frequency of 2
Hz. The uncertainty associated to the measurements is
calculated with the ASME method [7] and the values
are presented in a 95% confidence interval. The un-
certainty values are +/- 0.5 mbar and +/- 0.7K, result-
ing in a +/- 0.00053 uncertainty value for the pressure



ratio.
For the unsteady instrumentation, 15 measurement

points have been located at the casing for time-
resolved static pressure measurements. These sensors
have a resonance frequency higher than 200kHz, but
the bandwidth is limited to 60 kHz due the metallic
insert where they are contained. The sensors cover
an arc of 42°, are equally spaced in one rotor pitch,
and are axially displaced between plane 2 and 3. The
static pressure at the hub is retrieved in plane 3 and 4
by using sensors located at 66°. Moreover, they are
characterized by an uncertainty of +/- 1.2 mbar, again
computed with the ASME method [7]. As last, a fast-
response pressure probe, characterized by a resonance
frequency of around 300 kHz and uncertainty calibra-
tion of +/- 1.8 mbar, is located at mid-span of the rotor
outlet at 90°. The acquisition of the time-resolved data
is carried out at a frequency of 1MHz for 10 s.

3. Numerical domain and setup

The numerical domain and setup employed in the
simulations was chosen to provide as high as possi-
ble level of accuracy with respect to the experimental
results, while keeping a limited computational cost.
Hereafter a description of the procedure followed to
assess the quality of the domain, mesh and numerical
setup is presented.

3.1. Numerical domain
The numerical domain shown in Figure 3 is repre-

sentative of the real geometry of the DREAM test sec-
tion between Plane 1 (IGV inlet) and 4 (Outlet stage).
The outlet section is imposed downstream of plane 4
to avoid any possible influence of the outlet boundary
condition on the measurement plane.

Figure 3: Numerical domain.

The process for the definition of the numerical do-
main went through the identification of real geometri-
cal features playing a role in the assessment of global
performance and flow field of the machine, which in
this case are: fillets, tip gaps, hot geometries and cav-
ities. Because of their significant impact on the defi-
nition of secondary flow structures at hub and casing

respectively [8][9], along with the limited increase in
mesh size determined, fillets and tip gaps have been
directly implemented considering their averaged mea-
sured value. Hot geometries were also considered to
take into account possible deformations of the ma-
chine when operating.

However, as highlighted by Babin et al. in [10]
cavities can play an important role if looking to the
performance of the machine and to the state of the
boundary-layer at the rotor leading-edge. This can in-
fluence the axial component of the velocity and there-
fore the incidence at low span, forcing the flow to sep-
arate on the hub suction side wall. At the same time,
the presence of cavities in the numerical domain im-
pacts considerably the computational cost, especially
if unsteady RANS have to be performed. A study on
the impact of rotor cavities was therefore undertaken
to assess the quality of the results against the increased
mesh size. Matching connections are used at the in-
terface between cavities and main channel to allow
an improved numerical accuracy of the leakage flow
exchanged with the cavity. The same mesh topology
was kept in both configurations to avoid any possible
grid-dependent modification of the flow field (Figure
4), bringing the mesh size to reach 9.6 and 7.4 mil-
lion cells for one passage in the cavity and no-cavity
case respectively. The ratio between the grid points in
the cavities and the rotor domain was chosen to be as
close as possible to one to allow an improved balance
of the solution quality in the two regions.

Figure 4: Mesh topology employed to study the effect of the cavity.

The comparison is hereafter presented in terms of
global performance and rotor outlet total pressure dif-
ference, which is explicative of the losses generated
at low span. The flow field over the outlet stator was
not significantly affected by the presence of the cavi-
ties. As highlighted in Figure 5 a reduction of perfor-
mance occurs when cavities are considered, and this
is mainly due to the variation of flow topology at low
span due to the interaction with the cavity, as high-
lighted in Figure 6. A value of the mass flow equal
to 1 is representative of the outlet boundary condi-
tion which in this case was imposed equal to the ex-
perimental value. The averaged value of total pres-



sure for span lower than 30% is reduced by the flow
ejected from the cavity (Figure 6, point 1), and the
flow exchanged at the interface increases locally the
incidence due to blockage effects, affecting size and
intensity of the hub corner separation (Figure 6, point
2). Red regions are instead representative of low total
pressure regions of the no-cavity configuration. The
high values encountered on the hub wall at 0.25 and
1.25 were thought to be generated by the presence of
a passage vortex, but no clear evidence of its presence
can be detected from the experiments and the CFD
simulations.

Figure 5: Comparison of cavity, no cavity case and experimental
global performance.

Figure 6: Difference of total pressure maps at rotor outlet between
cavity and no cavity case.

As overall conclusion, despite the significative dif-
ference of the RANS simulations with respect to the
experiments, the presence of the cavity does not seem
to impact strongly the characterization of the global

performance and flow field of the compressor, keep-
ing the difference always limited to maximum 2.5%.
Therefore, given the advantage of a reduced mesh
size, the no-cavity configuration was selected for the
steady and unsteady characterization of the machine.

3.2. Mesh and grid refinement study
For a better control of the grid quality, multi-block

structured mesh was implemented with Autogrid5 and
IGG softwares. An O4H symmetric blade-to-blade
topology was considered for every blade row, and
matching conditions were applied on the periodic
boundaries. OH topology was used instead for the
rotor tip gap region, with a number of cells equal to
30% of the rotor in the span-wise direction and 20%
constant size cells in the mid-flow gap region. The
B2B section offset method was selected for the geom-
etry creation of the hub and shroud fillets. 20 span-
wise points were used, along with a minimum angle
of 25° to allow a good angular deviation and distri-
bution of points on the wall. Mesh quality assess-
ments showed minimum skewness level, maximum
aspect and expansion ratio of the cells of 22°, 2000
and 2.5 respectively, which are considered to provide
good quality results. Expansion ratio and cell width
at the wall were selected to guaranty uniform varia-
tion of the cells from the wall and a good interface
with the main flow, allowing everywhere a value of the
y+ lower than 3. Moreover, only for the present grid
refinement study, radial equilibrium imposed on the
static pressure was selected as outlet boundary condi-
tion.

A generalized Richardson extrapolation approach
[11] [12] was adopted to quantify the uncertainty in-
troduced by spatial discretization on the flow quan-
tity of interest. At such extent, three mesh levels
were considered with 0.64 (coarse), 5.12 (medium)
and 40.96 (fine) million cells respectively, obtained
from an isotropic refinement in the θ, R and Z direc-
tions by a factor of 2 (size ratio of 8 among the grid
levels). The comparison is here proposed in terms
of global performance (total pressure ratio and effi-
ciency, Figure 7) and percentage difference of rotor
outlet total pressure maps of the coarse, medium and
fine solution with respect to the 2D Richardson ex-
trapolation computed on the same plane (Figure 8).

No significant difference is present between
medium and fine solutions for both global perfor-
mance and rotor outlet maps, while the coarse solu-
tion shows discrepancies larger than 5% and 12% re-
spectively when compared to the Richardson extrap-
olation. The latter is highlighted mainly in the shape



Figure 7: Comparison between mesh levels on the compressor and
efficiency maps.

Figure 8: Comparison of the mesh levels with respect to the
Richardson extrapolation.

and amplitude of the hub corner separated region, as
shown in yellow in Figure 8. The increased numeri-
cal dissipation induced by the low refinement level of
the coarse mesh can indeed influence the solution in
the regions strongly affected by secondary-flows and
losses, over-predicting the reduction of the total pres-
sure. Moreover, the extrapolated point in the global
performance map almost overlap the one computed
from the fine mesh, becoming therefore not visible in
the figure.

As a conclusion of the grid refinement procedure,
given the good level of accuracy provided by the
medium mesh when compared to the reduced compu-
tational cost with respect to the fine mesh, it was se-
lected as best candidate to employ in the simulations.

3.3. Numerical setup
Numeca FineTurbo software was used to solve

the fully-turbulent compressible Reynolds-Averaged-
Navier-Stokes equations, spatially discretized with a

cell-centered finite volume formulation on a multi-
block structured grid. The eddy viscosity assumption
was used to account for turbulent effects, and the two
equations k-ω SST model was considered for the tur-
bulence closure as consequence of the accuracy pro-
vided in both near-wall and free-stream regions. In-
let total pressure and temperature boundary conditions
were imposed equal to the experimental pitch-average
span-wise distributions, and the same was done for the
mass-flow boundary condition imposed at the outlet.
The outlet static pressure based on the radial equilib-
rium was used only in view of the simulations per-
formed for the grid refinement study, but it appeared to
be a very unstable boundary condition for the present
case, forcing the machine to develop open hub cor-
ner separations which are not in line with experiments.
Moreover, air was considered as a calorically perfect
gas, and the walls of the numerical domain as adia-
batic. Time integration to a steady-state solution was
achieved with an explicit Runge-Kutta method com-
bined with an implicit residual smoothing approach,
while considering time discretization based on local
and dual time stepping techniques for the steady and
unsteady problem respectively.

For the steady computations a full non-matching
mixing plane approach was used at the rotor/stator in-
terfaces showed in Figure 3, while for the unsteady
simulations a domain scaling approach was consid-
ered. The latter is based on the constraint that the
pitch distance must be identical on both sides of the
rotor/stator interface, implying either to increase the
number of modelled passages or to scale the geome-
try accordingly. In the present study, the number of
rotor passages was supposed to be 75 instead of 76, to
allow therefore the applicability of the domain scal-
ing approach by implementing only 4/3/4 passages for
the IGV, rotor and outlet stator respectively. A pre-
liminary evaluation of the span-wise diffusion factor
computed in the case of 75 rotor blades confirmed that
no significant variation with the respect to the original
geometry should be expected. Moreover, the error in
the computation of all time frequencies can be con-
sidered negligible being the scaling coefficient very
close to 1. Moreover, the application of the explicit
Runge-Kutta scheme on a sine wave confirmed that at
least 30 points are required for a proper representation
of every harmonic of interest. The experimental evi-
dence of the appearance of physical phenomena with
a frequency four time larger than the rotor Blade Pass-
ing Frequency (BPF) suggested the application of 120
time steps per passage. As last point, the unsteady
computation was initialized with a steady simulation



employing frozen rotor approach at the domain inter-
faces.

4. Results

The main idea behind the characterization of
DREAM in clean conditions was to provide a compar-
ison against the available experimental results in the
same operating conditions, and to further describe the
most relevant flow phenomena taking place in the ma-
chine. The description of the global performance was
already presented in the first part of the paper, there-
fore here an initial assessment, by means of low or-
der models applied to which appeared to be the high-
est source of losses in the machine is proposed, fol-
lowed by the description of the span-wise distribution
of flow quantities retrieved by the steady simulations.
To conclude, the full 3D characterization of the flow
by means of the unsteady simulations is presented.

In view of the comparison with the distorted case,
design conditions at 100% speed were considered for
this analysis. Despite the large value of efficiency, this
operating point is considered one of the most inter-
esting for the assessment of the distortion effects be-
ing representative of cruise aircraft conditions. More-
over, the limited variation of incidence and mass-flow
allowed at high speed make this a critical operating
point for the compressor under inlet distortions.

4.1. Low-order modeling

The stall indicator and the diffusion factor coeffi-
cients defined by Lei [13] were employed as a prelim-
inary approach to quantify the extent of the reversed
flow in the hub region and the diffusion limit condi-
tions with respect to corner stall. Figure 9 shows the
span-wise distribution of the diffusion factor in the
rotor blade passage, which presents a closed corner
structure for span values lower than 30%, as high-
lighted by the CFD simulations.

The diffusion factor is mainly affected by blade and
incidence angles which are representative of the over-
all pressure rise, by the turning in the end-wall re-
gion (cross-flow) and solidity, that again influences
the pressure gradient developed over the suction side
of the blade. In the present case, the large blade turn-
ing at low-span combined with a local increase of the
flow incidence at the rotor leading edge due to the
high speed of the rotating platform appeared to be at
the base of such high value of this parameter. Large
values of the diffusion factor are present all over the
blade height, determining a span-wise averaged value

Figure 9: Span-wise diffusion factor distribution on the rotor blade.

of 0.56. The reduction visible in the tip region is
mainly due to the low blade turning compared to low-
span regions, still keeping values larger than 0.3. The
maximum value is reached at 40% span being this lo-
cation at the limit of the hub separation span-wise ex-
tent.

Figure 10 presents instead the position of the
DREAM test section compared to the results provided
by Lei [13]. The diffusion factor is here presented in
terms of span-wise averaged value, while the stall in-
dicator, representative of the blade loading reduction
with respect to conditions outside of the separated re-
gion, is referred to mid-span, where the largest values
of the diffusion factor appear. On this graph, DREAM
is located in the region that exhibits open corner sep-
arations but lays almost on the line prolongation rep-
resentative of closed separations, which is a condition
not considered in the Lei’s study. This situation could
explain the experimentally and numerically evident
presence of a closed separation, being nevertheless at
limit of hub corner stall.

The corner shape factor criterion [14] was consid-
ered to further characterise the corner separation and
its proximity to instability. This parameter is defined
as the angle between co- (V1) and reversed flow vec-
tor (V2) identified on the peak streamline curvature,
as highlighted in Figure 11, and can change between
0 and π, where the latter represents the limit condition
to the hub stall. In the present case this angle reaches
162°, again confirming the tendency of DREAM to
exhibit severe hub corner separations.

Finally, Bennington [15] derived a simple model
to quantify the location and movement of the mean
flow/tip leakage interface as a consequence of the mo-
mentum balance between the approaching flow and



Figure 10: Location of the DREAM test section in the Lei’s dia-
gram.

Figure 11: Angle of reversal in the DREAM stage.

the tip gap reverse flow, and it is here proposed as a
comparison with respect to steady RANS simulations
(Figure 12). The interface distance with respect to the
blade surface was computed on a blade location re-
ferred to the near-stall conditions. In the same figure
a very good agreement is shown between CFD and
model prediction.

4.2. Span-wise distributions
Pitch-wise mass averaged distributions are re-

trieved from the steady state simulations performed
on the compressor and are hereafter shown for total
pressure, temperature and flow angles respectively at
plane 3 (rotor outlet) and 4 (stator outlet).

The total pressure was selected to identify the
largest source of losses in the blade passage (Figure
13). In plane 3 two are the highest regions of dis-
crepancy with respect to the experimental results, and
these are the end wall regions. On the hub, the CFD
over-predicts the reduction of total pressure induced
by the hub corner separation, while on the tip region

Figure 12: CFD at casing versus Bennington prediction.

the opposite trend is visible. This will be shown also
later in the outlet maps: the span-wise extent of the
tip leakage flow is not clearly visible from the CFD,
while it appears to have a strong impact on the exper-
iments. The abrupt variation of total pressure at very
low span for the experiments is the result of the cavity
leakage flow which is not present in this configura-
tion of the CFD domain. Less differences are instead
visible from the total pressure distribution at plane 4.
The total pressure losses in the experiments increase
indeed with respect to the CFD for span lower than
50% and the flow tends to homogenise. Close to the
tip region, again smaller value of the experimental to-
tal pressure are presents if compared to CFD. How-
ever, the reduction of total pressure visible at 70% is
due to the span-wise propagation of the tip leakage
flow coming from the rotor. General differences in the
mid-span region between experiments and CFD could
be addressed to a not perfect matching of the operat-
ing point in the two cases. The experimental uncer-
tainty on the total pressure is too small to be visible
from the figures. However, despite the difference in
the end-wall regions, to results of the CFD simulations
are considered in good agreement with experiments.

The most evident difference in the span-wise dis-
tribution of total temperature (Figure 14) is the mis-
match in the tip region between CFD and experiments.
The heat transfer through the casing walls of the facil-
ity from the external laboratory environment indeed
impacts the value of total temperature, and therefore
efficiency, at high span. This does not appear in the
computations since adiabatic wall boundary condi-
tions were employed. However, for most of the span
height the CFD is within the experimental uncertainty,
defining therefore good overall matching between the
different distributions.

Figures 15 shows respectively the distribution of



Figure 13: Total pressure span-wise distribution at rotor outlet (a)
and stator outlet (b).

Figure 14: Total temperature span-wise distribution at rotor outlet
(a) and stator outlet (b).

the flow angles (relative (a) and absolute (b)) and en-
tropy at rotor outlet and stage outlet planes. The dis-
tribution of the relative flow angle in plane 3 is mainly
determined by the outlet blade angle which increases
with respect to the axial direction moving to higher
span. It is worth to notice the local reduction for span
lower than 10%. This effect is associated to a cross-
flow motion into the blade passage. The flow indeed,
after entering the rotating platform increases at very
low span the incidence level, with subsequent gener-
ation of a sonic pocket due to the large values of rel-
ative velocity. However, after 20% of the chord, the
flow that initially moved far from the blade starts to
migrate toward the suction side on the second half of
the blade, to arrive in plane 3 with reduced value of
the relative flow angle. The span-wise variation of the

flow angle in plane 4 is instead in the range -6°, +2°
the majority of which occurs into the boundary layer.
For the rest of the span (10%-90% range) the varia-
tion of the absolute angle is kept lower than 1.5°. For
this case, no comparison is provided with respect to
the experimental results.

Figure 15: Flow angle span-wise distribution at rotor outlet (a) and
stator outlet (b).

4.3. Detail flow characterization
4.3.1. Rotor outlet maps

Figures 16 and 17 show the total pressure distri-
bution and the corresponding RMS computed from
the flow fluctuations with respect to the Phase-Lock-
Averaged (PLA) value at the rotor outlet plane, allow-
ing the description of the flow field and distinguish the
unsteady flow structures appearing in the blade pas-
sage. Since plane 3 (rotor outlet) belongs to the ro-
tating frame of reference in the numerical domain, the
PLA was computed to detect and isolate the fluctu-
ations synchronous to the IGV/stator Blade-Passing-
Frequency (BPF). The total pressure map highlights
a general reduction of the total pressure in the rotor
wake, with a thickening under 30% span due to the
presence of the hub corner separation. This is clearly
visible also from the RMS distribution, where a peak,
reached in the same location, highlights that the hub
corner separation represents one of the highest source
of unsteadiness in the blade passage. Large values of
RMS are also visible on the pressure side at low span.
However, no clear secondary structure appears from
the analysis of the flow in that region, meaning that
rotor/stator interactions may be at the base of such
fluctuations.

To provide a comparison with respect to the ex-
perimental results, the percentage difference between



Figure 16: Total pressure map at rotor outlet.

Figure 17: Total pressure RMS map at rotor outlet.

CFD and experimental total pressure maps are shown
in Figure 18. The CFD over-predicts the total pressure
level in the wake and in the hub corner region. More-
over, the intensity of the tip clearance flow is highly
under-predicted in the CFD, and this is the reason why
the structure of this vortex does not appear clearly on
the outlet plane. This can not be linked with any issue
of the mesh in the tip clearance, being the grid reso-
lution in that region very high. Again, the high total
pressure region at low span on the pressure side of the
blade is visible.

The experimental and numerical RMS maps are not
compared given the large difference in fluctuation am-
plitudes. Experimental signals contain indeed turbu-
lence fluctuations which are not taken into account in
unsteady RANS simulations, where only the statisti-
cal content of the fluctuations linked to the domain
periodicity is visible.

4.3.2. Casing maps
Results are hereafter shown in terms of entropy dis-

tribution at casing. Entropy was selected as the quan-

Figure 18: CFD vs experiments at rotor outlet.

tity of interest given its capability to spot more in de-
tail the unsteady features of the flow with respect to
the static pressure.

Figure 19: Entropy distribution at casing.

The entropy distribution at 100% span (Figure 19)
shows an interface between mean flow and tip leak-
age flow inclined of almost 20° with respect to the
line connecting two adjacent leading edges. The cen-
tral core of the tip leakage is highlighted by a large
value of the entropy and impacts on the pressure side
of the adjacent blade from half of the axial chord un-
til the trailing edge. An investigation of the instanta-
neous entropy pattern highlights that the tip leakage
flow enters indeed the passage of the adjacent blade
only in the second part of the blade, generating an
high entropy region on the suction side trailing edge
of the next blade. The flow is fully governed by the
IGV wake which estabilish an oscillation of the entire
structure of the tip leakage flow. The RMS highlights
clearly a large value of the fluctuations at the interface



Figure 20: Entropy RMS distribution at casing.

with the meanflow, while high peaks can be found also
over the suction side of the blade.

4.3.3. Blade suction side
Also in this case, the unsteady behavior of the blade

is shown in terms of static pressure and RMS distribu-
tions over the suction side of the blade as presented in
Figures 21 and 22. The former shows the clear pres-
ence of a shock developing all along the span, which is
mainly due to the high relative velocity reached by the
flow just after the blade leading edge. The plateau of
static pressure visible at span lower than 30%, in the
downstream part of the blade (after 40% axial chord)
is the clear presence of the hub corner separations,
which is further confirmed by the high value of the
RMS in the same region. Moreover, the largest source
of unsteadiness on the suction side of the blade comes
from the fluctuations of the supersonic pocket.

Figure 21: Static pressure distribution over the suction side blade
surface.

Figure 22: Static pressure RMS distribution over the suction side
blade surface.

5. Conclusion

Inlet distortions can considerably impact the perfor-
mance and stability of a machine, altering localized
regions of the flow field. The presented paper had
the target to identify and characterize the most crit-
ical physical phenomena in a low-pressure compres-
sor running in clean conditions to allow a proper as-
sessment and quantification of the effects induced by
the distortion. The provided numerical results showed
good agreement with the experiments, and highlighted
the presence of two main phenomena of interest: hub
corner separations and tip leakage flows. The avail-
able literature confirms indeed that these are typical
phenomena in axial compressors affected by the pres-
ence of the distortion.

The analysis of the numerical domain allowed to
conclude that fillets and tip gaps should always be
taken into account given their limited impact on the
mesh size, while it is not worth in the present case to
consider the presence of cavities due to the very small
improvement of numerical results at the expense of a
large increase of the computational cost.

Despite the over-prediction of the total pressure re-
duction in the separated region, the numerical results
showed a span-wise extent of the rotor corner sepa-
ration equal to 30% of the overall blade height and
that it represents one of the largest source of unsteadi-
ness in the blade passage. The same can be said about
the evolution of the tip leakage flow, despite its span-
wise extent is still not clearly visible from the simu-
lations. As an overall conclusion, CFD determined a
good prediction of the global performance and span-
wise distribution of flow quantities against experi-
ments, along with a proper description of the averaged



unsteady flow features and corresponding fluctuation
amplitudes.

At the present state, further efforts are put to char-
acterize the unsteady nature of the hub corner and tip
leakage flows, meanly looking at the characterization
of their frequencies. Moreover, as next step, the near-
stall condition will be analysed, being this a very criti-
cal operating point for the compressor when inlet flow
distortions appear.
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